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INTEGRATED NAVAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

ASELSAN provides complete internal / external naval communication system solutions for all tactical and administrative communications needs for any naval platform.

ASELSAN develops reliable and tailored Integrated Naval Communication Systems for Turkish Navy and Turkish Coast Guard Command.

External Communication Systems: Open/Crypto communication and data communication that enable to communicate from one platform to another sea/air/shore platforms.

Internal Communication Systems provide naval platforms to contact with many internal locations, to reach external communication systems, to receive/send/handle written messages, to control external systems, to activate alarms and announces.
INTEGRATED NAVAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
COMPLETED PROJECTS

- RUZGAR Class Patrol Boats Project (Modernization)
- TT80 Class Coast Guard Boats Project
- Torpedo Boat Project
- MILGEM-1 and MILGEM-2 Projects
- Yavuz Class Frigates (Modernization)
- Landing Craft Tank (LCT) Project
- New Type Patrol Boat Project
- TÜRKMENİSTAN SERHET Class Boat Project (Export)

ON-GOING PROJECTS

- MILGEM 3-4 Corvette Project
- New Type Submarine Project
- Submarine Rescue Mother Ship (MOSHIP) and Rescue and Towing Ship (KURYED Project)
- Landing Ship Tank (LST) Project for Turkish Navy
- Logistic Support Ship (LDG) Project

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

- New Underwater Offence Team Boats Project
- Communication Control System for Pakistan Liquid Fuel Tanker (Export)
- PREVEZE Class Submarine Project (Modernization)
- Fast Patrol Boat Project
- Fleet Replenishment Ship Project
- MILGEM-S 5-8 Corvette Project
- Turkish Frigate 2000 (TF2000) Project
- Landing Platform Dock (LPD) Project